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EGT TROUBLESHOOTING - Falcon Gauge

Make certain all connectors are clean and secure. 2. Reverse connections ... Cool or heat the probe to a known temperature and check the resistance. Degree F. 
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CHT/EGT TROUBLESHOOTING: CHT and EGT No or LOW readings. A. To check the sender 1.Make certain all connectors are clean and secure 2. Reverse connections 3. Disconnect sender from instrument, check the resistance of the sender. “J” wire (CHT) is .375 ohms per foot. 4ft=1.5 ohms. “K” wire (EGT) is .625 ohms per foot. 4ft=2.5 ohms. To check the instrument. USE OHM meter for this test! 1.Disconnect the instrument from sender. 2. The resistance of the instrument (depending on the scale) will be between 815 ohms. 3. You will also notice a needle deflection on the unit. (Analog ohmmeters) WATER, OIL, AIR, and CARBURETOR TEMPERATURE To check the senders. Make certain all connections are clean and secure. Disconnect the sender leads from the instrument. Cool or heat the probe to a known temperature and check the resistance. Degree F -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110



Ohms 49,500 35,500 25,500 18,700 13,800 9,800 7,840 5,970 4,600 3,570 2,780 2,190 1,750 1,400



Degrees F 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 250 300 400



Ohms 1,130 915 745 615 507 422 348 296 251 210 178 113 57 16



To test the operation of the unit. Disconnect the sender leads from the instrument. Substitute the sender with a resistor of the appropriate value that you wish to check, such as 615 ohms=150 deg. F If the sender lead is shorted to ground, or if sender is shorted internally the meter should peg full scale. If sender is open (broken) the meter should peg hard to the left. Slight needle movement to the left is normal when the temperature is below the starting point of the instrument, with power on. OIL, FUEL AIR PRESSURE and FUEL LEVEL Follow the same procedure as for the temperature instruments above. ALL 240 ohm type Minimum scale Mid scale Maximum scale



~approx. ohm~ 230-240 90-100 27-37



For capacitance type fuel senders and MM type pressure senders (four wire connector) it is recommended to return the unit to the factory for a recheck. DO NOT use a battery charger or water as a medium to calibrate the capacitance type fuel probes, as this will make the instrument full scale. DO NOT use a battery charger to bench check the MM type pressure senders, as this will cause an erratic reading at best on the instrument.



THE PRINCIPLE OF A THERMOCOUPLE The thermocouple measures the difference between the hot end (probe) and the cold end (cold junction) and gives a precise millivolt output. The air temperature on the cold junction will affect the millvolt output. An instrument calibrated at 70 deg. F. (If the probe end is at 1200 deg. F) and the cold junction is at 70 deg. F. the reading will be correct. But if the cold junction is at 30 deg. F the reading will be 40 deg. High and you will have to subtract that amount from your reading. We calibrate our EGT and CHT instruments at 32 or 70 deg. F depending where it is used, warm weather or cold weather conditions. This will reduce the amount of error that is inherent in our self-powered thermocouple instruments.



Wultrad, Inc 950 Rand Rd. #119 Wauconda, IL 60084 www.falcongauge.com Email: [email protected]
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Turn Coordinator - Falcon Gauge 

Than1.5A. -. Operating Current is not more. Than 0.35A. 0. Operating Range 2min. Turn. 0 Weight 0.47Kg (16.55 ozs.) WUL TRAD, INC. 950 Rand Rd. # 119.
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Directional Gyro - Falcon Gauge 

normally operates between 20,000 to 24,000 rpm and takes 10 or more minutes to run down. If a gyro is removed ... 950 Rand Rd. #119. Wauconda, Ä°L 60084.
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Tuesday, September 19, 2006.max - Falcon Gauge 

down. If a gyro is removed while it is running and if it is tilted more than 90 degrees, it will develop a gimbal lock. The gimbal will tumble and start to spin.
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Falcon Gauge 3 Point Sensitive Altimeter Adjustment Instructions The 

Falcon Gauge 3 Point Sensitive Altimeter Adjustment Instructions ... tweezers or screwdriver (care needs to be taken, only use the tool small enough to get into ...Missing:
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EGT Myths Debunked 

Detects burned out lights. Get the most from your glass panel with the VP-X. Learn more at VerticalPower.com or call. (505) 715-6172. Systems starting at $1200.
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EGT Myths Debunked - Savvy Aviation 

are too high, what maximum EGT limit I recommend, why their. EGTs seem to ... of what EGT measures, what it means, and how it is interpreted. Let me attempt ...
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temperature gauge 

19. SWITCHES/HORN/FUEL UNIT/THERMOSTATIC SWITCH. /TEMPERATURE GAUGE/INSTRUMENTS/LIGHTS. 19-0. Bet & Win 125/150. 19 ...
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Falcon - Para2000 

and the most up to date information will be posted on the Gin Gliders website: www.gingliders.com ...... Facebook, Twitter & YouTube .... where the paramotor glider fails and recovery is not possible, for example after colliding with another ...
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please read this page before open plastic bag! falcon gauge gyro 

Wait at least 10 minutes after removing electrical or vacuum power from the aircraft and/or gyro before removing gyro. DO NOT remove a gyro while it is running.
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please read this page before open plastic bag! falcon gauge gyro 

Wait at least 10 minutes after removing electrical or vacuum power from the aircraft and/or gyro before removing gyro. DO NOT remove a gyro while it is running.
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Higher Spin Gauge Theories 

geneous algebras with applications to the cubic Yang-Mills algebra. ... from the Yang-Mills equations and are defined as the unital associative |C-algebras.
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Falcon 7X GB - Modelbouwjets 

AVIATION DESIGN - ZI le Chenet - 91490 MILLY LA FORET – FRANCE - Tel : int+ 33 1 64 98 93 93 ... Can be used if you do not fit the interior in the fuselage.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

NOTE: Actual cycle times vary based on soil level, water temperature, and options ... AutoSense This cycle automatically senses the soil level and adjusts the ...
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schema gauge oil.psd 

RED - TO IGNITION SWITCH 12V(+). BLACK - BATTERY. ORANGE - OIL PRESS SENSOR. PURPLE - DIMMER/+12 VOLTS TO DIM. CONNECT TO ...
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troubleshooting - caphector.com 

No cool air comes out. 1. Refrigerant volume. 2. Refrigerant pressure. 3. Drive belt. 4. Magnetic clutch. 5. Compressor. 6. Pressure switch. 7. Thermistor. 8.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

procurer en visitant notre site Web à l'adresse www.electromenagersge.ca. ...... adquirir una tira de prueba de agua dura de GE Appliances. Llame al ...
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Starter troubleshooting 

tensioned the belt properly but after starting the engine the alternator will not work? ... Q: After installing an overhauled gear driven aircraft alternator, I am ...
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Gauge Standard Page 100 

0.29. Diameter in mm. BWG. 1.07. 0.89. 0.81. 0.71. 0.64. 0.56. 0.51. 0.46. 0.41. 0.35. 0.33. Number #. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. SWG. 0.30. 0.29. 0.27.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

basket before adding clothes. Step 5. • Press Start to begin the wash cycle. The machine will weigh your clothes and add the proper amount of water. When the ...
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Troubleshooting Tips 

is connected to the “C” (internal blue screened) valve. □ Install or store where ... NOTE: The washer performs automatic system checks after pressing the Start button. Water will flow in 45 ... If the display is active, press to put the washer into s
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Troubleshooting Tips 

are, consult your local or state consumer affairs office or your state's Attorney General. Warrantor: GE ... Order on-line today 24 hours every day. In the US: ...
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Troubleshooting Guide 

0CQ2221N509. 0CE2256K618. 0CQ1041N509 ... 0CQ1041N509. 0CQ1041N509. 0CQ1041N509 ..... JACK,DIN(SW LESS) PJ6030. JACK,A/V 3P (WITH ...
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1374514958 FALCON WARRANTY FRENCH 
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138 Peregrine Falcon 

fous breast with dark brown streaks; tail feat- hers with pale tips and rufous bars; grey bluish ocular ring and legs. 2nd year with juvenile brown feathers on up-.
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